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Take your brush and create your best work! Draw with friends or strangers!

Draw With Unknown is a completely classic multiplayer drawing game. There is no precise goal, just draw what you think in
your mind around by relaxing with the music playlist in play...

 "Painting is the visible face of the iceberg of my thinking." Salvador Dali

Features:

■ Fun and relaxing game!
■ Multiplayer!

■ Different colors!
■ Different felt sizes!

■ Good music!
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Title: Draw With Unknown
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
RewindApp
Publisher:
RewindApp
Release Date: 18 Apr, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 - 64bits

Processor: 2 GHz Intel Pentium 4 or AMD Athlon or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphique

Storage: 150 MB available space

Sound Card: All

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Korean,Danish,Finnish,Greek,Hungari
an,Japanese,Norwegian,Dutch,Polish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Swedish,Czech,Th
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Ok so right of the bat this game is a paided version of skribbl.io don't waste your on
this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. i like this game a lot! i do have a few suggestions, however i can't seem to find
any way to submit anything. the developer\/publisher doesn't seem to show any source of social media on their steam profile,
and i even looked on twitter, no help! this game is super fun and a good way to meet nice people, but i feel like people would
play more if it had a better way of drawing. like i said, super cool game, but it could use some work.. Best Game of 2019. Toxic
community, go play scribble.io. The ideea is nice, but just the ideea. Make minigames and lobbys.
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Stolen title screen art. Stolen music. Draw system straight from Unity Asset Marketplace. You can't sell this in the current state.
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